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Questions: 

Q1- fill the gaps by selecting the correct option (10pts) 

1- Anything that occupies space, has mass and can be perceived through our senses is a-matter                                                                                                                                                              

a-matter.         b- atom.                c- mass. 
2- The different states of matter are …… b- five states    …………..                                                                             

a- four states     b- five states    c- thre states 

3- b- articulatory phonetics is concerned with the positions and movements of the speech 

organs such as the lips and the tongue in producing sounds   

      a-auditory phonetics        b- articulatory phonetics         c- acoustic phonetics 

4- b-dialect is the variety of language in pronunciation, word, order, grammar and vocabulary        

       a-accent           b-dialect                  c-BBC pronunciation 

 5- b-interjection      expresses emotion; has no grammatical relation to the rest of the Sentence 

       a-conjunction          b-interjection      c-preposition 

 6… c- adverb word that modifies a verb, adjective, or adverb or whole sentence. 

a- adjective      b- noun       c- adverb 

 7-  The project will require significant investments of both.time… and...money.  

         a-neither..nor……          b-both….and…….      c-either …or……                                                           

8- The pure natural sciences are generally divided into two classes: c-  the physical sciences and the      

biological, or life, sciences 

a- an        b- a       c-  the                                                                                                                                

 9- b- Clause is group of words that contain both a subject and a predicate.  

a- Phrase       b- Clause     b- sentence                                                                                                                         

10- A complete sentence must consist of at least one b- independent clause      

a- dependent clause          b-  independent clause     c- phrase 
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Q2 Say whether sentence is •a simple sentence  • a Compound sentence  •a Complex 

sentence  • or a Compound-complex sentence  (the first one done for you) (5 pts.)                                         

 Ahmed repairs the car this sentence is………….. Simple sentences…………………… 

Electricity costs a lot during the day in most countries. This sentence is… a simple sentence  …                                                                                                                                 

Because I love to read, not only do I like to visit the library, but I also enjoy going to book stores.                              

This sentence is a Compound-complex sentence                                                                                                     
The boys ran into the forest. This sentence is…… a simple sentence  ………                                                                                                                                                                              

We can go to the university today, or we can just hang out at home.                                                                                                           

This sentence is… a Compound sentence                                                                                                                   

He is going to pass his test even if he does not study. This sentence is a Complex sentence 

Q3Write the following words with their ordinary spelling (pronounce / read the words) (5 

pts.)                                         

    Which  

Write / right 

Key  

 Where / were 
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Good luck 


